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Abstract
The process of quantum measurement is considered in the algebraic framework of quantum
field theory on curved spacetimes. Measurements are carried out on one quantum field theory,
the “system”, using another, the “probe”. The measurement process involves a dynamical
coupling of “system” and “probe” within a bounded spacetime region. The resulting “coupled
theory” determines a scattering map on the uncoupled combination of the “system” and “probe”
by reference to natural “in” and “out” spacetime regions. No specific interaction is assumed
and all constructions are local and covariant.
Given any initial state of the probe in the “in” region, the scattering map determines a
completely positive map from “probe” observables in the “out” region to “induced system
observables”, thus providing a measurement scheme for the latter. It is shown that the induced
system observables may be localized in the causal hull of the interaction coupling region and
are typically less sharp than the probe observable, but more sharp than the actual measurement
on the coupled theory. Post-selected states conditioned on measurement outcomes are obtained
usingDavies–Lewis instruments that depend on the initial probe state. Compositemeasurements
involving causally ordered coupling regions are also considered. Provided that the scattering
map obeys a causal factorization property, the causally ordered composition of the individual
instruments coincides with the composite instrument; in particular, the instruments may be
combined in either order if the coupling regions are causally disjoint. This is the central
consistency property of the proposed framework.
The general concepts and results are illustrated by an example in which both “system” and
“probe” are quantized linear scalar fields, coupled by a quadratic interaction term with compact
spacetime support. System observables induced by simple probe observables are calculated
exactly, for sufficiently weak coupling, and compared with first order perturbation theory.
Dedicated to the memory of Paul Busch.
1 Introduction
This paper combines ideas and methods from algebraic quantum field theory (AQFT) and quantum
measurement theory (QMT) in order to provide improved operational foundations for the measure-
ment theory of relativistic quantum fields in (possibly curved) spacetimes. The aim is to provide a
framework that is both conceptually clear and amenable to practical computations. In so doing, we
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bridge a gap between these subjects that has – surprisingly – lain open for a long time, despite its
clear relevance to important discussions concerning the Unruh and Hawking effects [57, 41]. On
one hand, algebraic quantum field theory [38] is founded on the idea of algebras of observables
associated with local regions of spacetime. However, not much attention has been given to how
these observables can actually be measured. On the other hand, quantum measurement theory [19]
provides an operational understanding of measurement schemes, in which a probe system is used to
measure a quantum observable of the system of interest. However these discussions are not usually
framed in a spacetime context. By contrast, in this paper we will describe a generally covariant
formalism of measurement schemes adapted to algebraic quantum field theory in curved spacetimes,
illustrated by a specific model that can be analysed in detail.
The main work on measurement of local observables of which we are aware is due to Hellwig
and Kraus [42, 44, 43]. In [43], one of their main points of focus was the question of where a
state-reduction might be considered to occur in a relativistic model, given that the instantaneous
reductions of quantum mechanics break manifest Lorentz covariance; they did not discuss probes
as such but simply took as their starting-point the standard measurement-induced state reduction as
described by Lüders’ rule [18] along with the locality and covariance of the quantum field theory
(QFT). In the refs. [42, 44], Hellwig and Kraus considered a quantum (field) system dynamically
coupled to an apparatus (or probe), assuming that the dynamics can be described in an interaction
picture by a unitary S-matrix, with assumed locality properties, from which they inferred locality
properties of the field observables. Some of these results can be seen as forerunners to ours,
however, our framework is more general in several respects, as our approach is not restricted to
Minkowski spacetime and our assumptions on the dynamics are more general and do not require
the existence of a unitary S-matrix describing the dynamics of the interaction between a quantum
system and a probe (or apparatus); furthermore, the probes we discuss are physical systems in
spacetime which allows us to address their localisation as well. We also benefit from various more
recent developments in QMT. More recent work discussing the measurement process in quantum
field theory includes [49, 26], though neither reference models the interaction between system and
probe.
Since the work of Hellwig and Kraus, there has been much progress in both QFT and quantum
measurement theory. In particular, the operational approach to quantum measurement has been
developed in considerable depth and detail [23, 22, 50, 19]. Progress in QFT over the same period
has brought many advances both in the phenomenology and also the mathematical and conceptual
underpinnings; in particular, the entire subject of QFT in curved spacetimes (QFT in CST) has
developed to a mature state. Further understanding and development of QFT in CST brings with it
the need to accommodate the description of measurement process in a covariant spacetime context.
For instance, there are varying interpretations of the famous Unruh effect [57, 25], which also has
a relation to Hawking radiation from black holes [41], bearing on the question of what a particle
detector is and what a particle might be. The traditional approach to these questions centres on the
Unruh-deWitt detector, in which a quantum mechanical probe system is coupled to the quantum
field. If the detector executes uniform acceleratedmotion, then the probe system is known to become
excited; see [57] and [24] for a deep, general and rigorous account. However the behaviour of the
probe is not, to our knowledge, ever analysed in terms of statements concerning local observables
of the quantum field itself. In a complementary approach [34, 35], certain observables of the
quantum field are used to describe the Unruh effect and the Hawking effect and they are referred
to as “detector observables”, but without any coupling of the quantum field to a probe system as
in the references cited before. In the light of recent discussions concerning the thermal nature of
the Unruh effect [14, 15, 16], it seems desirable to establish a clear and systematic account of how
probes may be used to measure local properties of a quantum field together with their relation to
observables of the quantum field. This is what we will do, intending that our discussion will be
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accessible to workers in both QFT and quantum measurement theory.
To be clear on what we do not do: we do not attempt to discuss measurement in quantum gravity,
but consider a fixed, possibly curved spacetime in the sense of macroscopic physics. We also do not
claim to solve the measurement problem of quantum theory. Rather, we take it for granted that the
experimenter has some means of preparing, controlling and measuring the probe and sufficiently
separating it from the QFT of interest – which we will call the ‘system’ – the question is what
measurements of the probe tell us about the system. That is, our interest is in describing a link in the
measurement chain, in a covariant spacetime context. We also do not attempt to prove that all local
observables of a QFT can, in fact, be measured using a suitable probe (see [50, 49] and literature
cited there for results in this direction for quantum mechanics and QFT in flat spacetime).
We can now describe what we will do. After some brief preliminaries, we set out, in section 3,
a general framework in which two physical systems, the ‘system’ and the ‘probe’, may be coupled
together in a fashion suitable for measurement. In particular, the probe and system are prepared in
known states σ and ω at ‘early times’, during which they are uncoupled; they are again uncoupled
at ‘late times’, during which an observable B of the probe is measured. Here, the coupling is
taken to be effective only in a compact spacetime ‘coupling region’, while ‘early times’ and ‘late
times’ refer to covariantly defined spacetime regions. As we show, the expected value of the
resulting measurement coincides with the expected value of an induced system observable εσ(B) in
a hypothetical measurement in the system state ω. The variance of the hypothetical measurement
is no greater than that of the actual measurement, which expresses the added unsharpness due to
detector fluctuations. Under reasonable assumptions concerning the coupling we show that εσ(B)
may be localised in suitable neighbourhoods of the causal hull of the coupling region, regardless of
what the localisation of B is and where the measurement reading is taken. However, if B may be
localised in the causal complement of K , the induced system observable is a multiple of the unit,
from which no information concerning the system may be extracted. We also give an account of
effect valued measures (EVMs) in this framework and explain how joint measurements of probe
EVMs at spacelike separation can provide natural examples of joint unsharp measurements of
non-commuting system observables.
Next, we discuss selective and non-selective measurements, introducing the concept of a pre-
instrument as the map that sends system states to post-selected states conditioned on the observation
of an effect. In particular, we show that the original and post-selected states agree only on observables
that are uncorrelated, in the original state, with the system observable induced by the measured
probe effect. As QFT states typically exhibit correlations even at spacelike separation, it is clear that
every spacetime region typically contains observables whose expectation values differ in the two
states. By analysing successive measurements with couplings in causally ordered regions we show
that the post-selection may be performed sequentially in any valid causal order, or in a combined
single stage, with the same outcome. In particular, where the coupling regions are causally disjoint
the post-selection may be performed in either order.
We also briefly discuss the significance of geometric and internal symmetries in our framework,
although more could certainly be said on both those subjects. Here we show that if there is a global
gauge group acting on both system and probe, under which the coupling transforms covariantly, then
gauge invariant probe observables induce gauge invariant system observables. Turning this around,
gauge noninvariant system observables can only be measured using gauge-breaking couplings or
probes. On the geometrical side, we point out that when a system state has a strong mixing
cluster property under a time-translation symmetry, then the post-selected state becomes eventually
indistinguishable from the original after an elapse of time.
An important aspect of our treatment is that it is amenable to concrete calculations. Sections 4
and 5 are devoted to a specific system–probe model consisting of two free real scalar fields with a
quadratic interaction between them with a spacetime dependent coupling factor of compact support.
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In order to prepare the ground for the general analysis of section 3 we now preview these results
in some detail. Some fine points of precision are suppressed in this description and we emphasise
that our framework is not tied to this example but applies to general QFTs including those with
self-interactions.
Consider two linear quantum fields Φ and Ψ described by the uncoupled classical action
S0 =
1
2
∫
M
dvol
(
(∇aΦ)(∇aΦ) − m2ΦΦ2 + (∇bΨ)(∇bΨ) − m2ΨΨ2
)
, (1.1)
where mΦ and mΨ are the masses of the two fields and M is a globally hyperbolic spacetime. In
what follows, Φ will be the ‘system’ field and Ψ will be the ‘probe’. A coupling between them can
be introduced by adding an interaction term
Sint = −
∫
M
dvol ρΦΨ (1.2)
to the action, where ρ is a real, smooth function with support contained in a compact set K .
The Euler–Lagrange field equations for the uncoupled and coupled systems can be written in the
respective forms (
P 0
0 Q
) (
Φ
Ψ
)
= 0,
(
P R
R Q
) (
Φ
Ψ
)
= 0, (1.3)
where
P = 2M + m2Φ, Q = 2M + m
2
Ψ, (1.4)
and R is the operation of multiplication by ρ.
The two theories may be quantized by standard methods, introducing algebrasU(M) generated
by smeared fields Φ( f ), Ψ(h) for the uncoupled theory and an algebra C(M) generated by Φint( f )
and Ψint(h) for the coupled one. Here f and h are smooth compactly supported test functions. The
generators obey various relations that will be spelled out in full later on. This way of modelling
‘system’ and probe’, and in particular, their coupling, is in the spirit of the ‘standard model’ of
a quantum measurement process as discussed in [17]; it appears also in discussions of the Unruh
effect taking as ‘probe’ a quantum field on Minkowski spacetime [57] or in a cavity [37].
The two theories may be identified in the natural ‘in’ and ‘out’ regions M− and M+, defined by
M± = M \ J∓(K), where J+/−(K) denotes the causal future/past of K (see section 2). Formally, this
identification is implemented by algebraic isomorphisms τ± : U(M) → C(M) so that
τ±Φ( f ) = Φint( f ), τ±Ψ( f ) = Ψint( f ) (1.5)
for all test functions f supported in M±. These identifications can be compared by a scattering map
defined by
Θ = (τ−)−1τ+, (1.6)
which is an isomorphism of the uncoupled algebra to itself.
We consider a measurement of the coupled probe-system theory in a state $ of C(M) which
has no correlations between the two theories at ‘early times’, meaning that (τ−)∗$ = ω ⊗ σ. Here,
ω and σ are the states in which the system and probe have been individually prepared at early
times. The measured observable is the smeared field Ψint(h), where h is supported in M+. As
Ψint(h) = τ+Ψ(h), this measurement may be considered as an observation of the probe at ‘late
times’.
The expectation value of the measurement outcome is $(Ψint(h)). Although the measurement
is performed on the coupled system, one wishes to interpret the result as a measurement on the
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system itself. This is possible if there is a system observable A, depending perhaps on σ but not on
ω, for which
ω(A) = $(Ψint(h)) (1.7)
and so that A is the unique observable with this property for all ω. In this case A will be called
an induced system observable. One of the goals of this paper is to show how induced system
observables may be introduced in a general setting, to determine their localisation properties, and to
compute them in the model described above. This computation, which makes use of the scattering
map Θ, shows that the system observable induced by Ψint(h) is
A = Φ( f −) + σ(Ψ(h−))1 (1.8)
for test functions f − and h−, depending on h, so that f − and the difference h− − h are supported in
the intersection of coupling region supp ρ with the causal past of the support of h. The dependence
of A on σ is to be expected; note also that if h lies completely outside the causal future of ρ then
A = σ(Ψ(h))1 is a trivial observable, from which one can learn nothing about the system.
The compactness of supp f − indicates that the observable A is local. However, as we will argue,
the observable A has properties that are not local to the support of f − (unless this set happens to be
causally convex). Instead, we will show that A can be appropriately localised within regions that
contain the causal hull (sometimes called the causal completion) of supp f −; that is, the intersection
of its causal future and past. For dynamical reasons any local observable is localisable in many
regions – in particular, in neighbourhoods of any Cauchy surface – but the localisation close to the
coupling region provides a particularly attractive physical picture of the measurement. Note that
supp h may be located far from the localisation region of the induced observable.
Further analysis of this model appears in Secs. (4) and (5). Among other things, we show that
the scattering morphism satisfies the causal factorization property where multiple couplings are
concerned, that the set of induced system observables forms a subalgebra of the algebra of smeared
system fields, and that the results replicate those of first order perturbation theory in an appropriate
limit. Section 6 gives some final remarks and the three appendices address technical points arising
in the text.
2 Preliminaries
Background on Lorentzian geometry A Lorentzian spacetime will be a smooth (Hausdorff,
paracompact) manifold M with at most finitely many connected components, equipped with a
smooth Lorentzian metric g of signature + − · · · − and a choice of time-orientation, thus allowing
all nonzero causal [timelike or null] vectors to be classified as future- or past- pointing. If x ∈ M ,
the causal future/past J+/−(x) of x is the set of all points reached from x by smooth future-directed
causal curves (including x itself); for a subset S ⊂ M , we write J±(S) = ⋃x∈S J±(x) and also
J(S) = J+(S) ∪ J−(S). The causal hull of S ⊂ M is the intersection J+(S) ∩ J−(S); that is, the set
of all points that lie on causal curves with both endpoints in S. A subset is causally convex if it is
equal to its causal hull, and therefore contains every causal curve that begins and ends in it. One
may easily show that the causal hull of S is the intersection of all causally convex sets containing S.
The spacetime is globally hyperbolic if and only if it is devoid of closed causal curves and
the causal hull of any compact set is compact [6, 48]. A Cauchy surface is a set intersected
exactly once by every inextendible smooth timelike curve; every Lorentzian spacetime possessing
a Cauchy surface is globally hyperbolic, and every globally hyperbolic spacetime may be foliated
into Cauchy surfaces that are, additionally, smooth spacelike hypersurfaces. We usually denote a
globally hyperbolic spacetime by a single symbolM , incorporating the underlying manifold, metric
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and time orientation. Any open causally convex subset of a globally hyperbolic spacetime is itself
globally hyperbolic, when equipped with the induced metric and time-orientation.
The causal complement of a set S is defined as S⊥ = M \ J(S), and sets S and T are causally
disjoint if T ⊂ S⊥ or equivalently S ⊂ T⊥, i.e., if there is no causal curve joining S and T . In a
globally hyperbolic spacetime, the causal future and past of an open set are open, while those of a
compact set are closed; accordingly, if K is compact then K⊥ is open and K⊥⊥ is closed [though
not necessarily compact] and contains K . Note that K⊥⊥ is not, in general, the causal hull of K
although there are situations in which they do coincide.1 If J+(S)∩ J−(T) is empty (or, equivalently,
if J+(S) ∩T or S ∩ J−(T) are empty), for subsets S and T , then there is a Cauchy surface of M lying
to the future of T and the past of S, thus establishing a causal ordering in which S is later than T .
In the case where S and T are causally disjoint, it is possible to order S both later and earlier than
T . For this reason, if one or both of J+(S) ∩ J−(T) or J−(S) ∩ J+(T) are empty, we say that S and
T are causally orderable. See e.g., [31, Appx A] for some relevant proofs, references and further
discussion.
Background on algebraic QFT We summarise some basic ideas of algebraic QFT, which is the
framework we adopt for our discussion. See Haag’s classic exposition [38] and the recent book [10]
for details. Our viewpoint is particularly influenced by locally covariant QFT [13, 33] but we will
avoid having to introduce all the structures of this approach.
Fix a particular QFT, which we will labelA. On a globally hyperbolic spacetime M the theory
is specified by a unital ∗-algebra A(M) and a collection of sub-∗-algebras A(M; N) labelled by
the causally convex open subsets N of M , with all these subalgebras containing the unit of A(M).
Some remarks on the operational interpretation of these algebras appear below.
We make five assumptions, which we will assume to hold of any AQFT A unless explicitly
stated otherwise. The first is called isotony: if N1 ⊂ N2 then A(M; N1) ⊂ A(M; N2). The second,
compatibility, requires the existence of an injective unit-preserving algebraic ∗-homomorphism
αM;N : A(N ) → A(M) for every open causally convex subset N of M , whose image coincides
with the subalgebra A(M; N).2 Here, N denotes the globally hyperbolic spacetime formed by
equipping N with the metric and time-orientation induced byM , andA(N ) the algebra assigned by
theoryA to spacetime N . It is further required that these maps, which we will refer to asmorphisms
for brevity, obey
αM1;M2 ◦ αM2;M3 = αM1;M3 (2.1)
if M3 ⊂ M2 ⊂ M1.
Third, the time-slice property requires that one hasA(M; N) = A(M) (equivalently, that αM;N
is an isomorphism) whenever N contains a Cauchy surface for M .
Fourth, we assume that Einstein causality holds: if regions N1 and N2 within M are causally
disjoint then the elements of A(M; N1) commute with the elements of A(M; N2).
Finally, we add an assumption that we call the Haag property. Let K be a compact subset of M .
Suppose that an element A ∈ A(M) commutes with every element of A(M; N) for every region
N contained in the causal complement K⊥ of K . Then we assume that A ∈ A(M; L) whenever
L is a connected3 open causally convex subset containing K . This is a weakened form of Haag
duality [38].4
1In Minkowski space, an example where they coincide is when K is a timelike curve segment; an example where
they differ is when K is a subset of a constant time hypersurface.
2Where spacetimes with nontrivial topology are concerned, the injectivity assumption may have to be relaxed for
some theories. See e.g., [52, 5].
3Demanding that this holds also when L has multiple connected components may conflict with additivity and so we
restrict to the connected case.
4Exact Haag duality is better phrased in the context of local von Neumann algebras; it also brings complications
concerning the regularity of the regions to which it applies. See e.g., [20].
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Observables, states and operations The now-standard physical interpretation of AQFT (though
not the original interpretation – see below) is that the self-adjoint elements A = A∗ of A(M) are
local observables of the theory, with the self-adjoint elements ofA(M; N) being those observables
that can be localised in N . Due to the time-slice property and isotony, a given observable can have
many different localisation regions. One of our purposes in this paper is to provide this interpretation
with a better operational basis.
Actually, the viewpoint just sketched is slightly narrow. The usage of ‘observable’ to mean a
self-adjoint algebra element is parallel to standard usage in quantum mechanics, where observables
are usually identified with self-adjoint operators. In turn, each self-adjoint operator A corresponds
uniquely to a projection valued measure PA defined on the Borel sets of R (and supported on the
spectrum of A) such that
A =
∫
R
λ dPA(λ) (2.2)
and indeed
f (A) =
∫
R
f (λ) dPA(λ) (2.3)
for suitable functions f . Conversely, any projection valued measure PA defines a self-adjoint
operator A by (2.2). We recall that, for a projection valued measure P defined on the Borel sets
of R, or on measurable subsets X of a more general set Ω, each P(X) is a projection on a (fixed)
Hilbert space, such that (i)
∑
j P(X j) = P(X) for any disjoint decomposition of X into countably
many X j , (ii) P(Ω) = 1 and (iii) P(X)P(X′) = 0 whenever X and X′ have void intersection. A
natural generalization is a positive operator valued measure (or ‘effect valued measure’, as we will
later term it), where P(X) is a positive (more precisely, non-negative) operator for all X satisfying
the conditions (i) and (ii), but not (iii). While one can still associate a self-adjoint operator with the
positive operator valued measure by (2.2), there is no longer a functional calculus relation of the
form (2.3).
One of the lessons of quantum measurement theory is that quantum observables should be
viewed as corresponding to positive operator valued measures (see [19] for full discussion), with
projection valued measures providing the special case of ‘sharp’ measurements, as opposed to the
general ‘unsharp’ situation. A conceptually important example of the use of positive operator valued
measures is to describe time of arrival in quantum mechanics [36, 11, 59].
With these considerations in mind,A(M; N) should be regarded as including all (evaluations of)
positive operator valued measures of observables localisable in N (only finite additivity is required
in the ∗-algebraic setting). Nonetheless, the term ‘observable’ in AQFT is so strongly associated
with self-adjoint elements that it seems wise to adhere to this convention and refer explicitly to
positive operator or effect valued measures where appropriate.
In AQFT, states of the theory on M are linear functionals fromA(M) to C that are positive, i.e.,
ω(A∗A) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ A(M), and normalized so that ω(1) = 1. The value ω(A) is the expected
value of measurement outcomes when A is measured in state ω. We mention that, in the ∗-algebra
context, an element is described as positive if it is a finite convex combination of elements of the
form A∗A. Given a state, one may proceed to construct a Hilbert space representation using the
GNS construction [38]; however, we will not need to do so at any point in our discussion.
In fact, Haag and Kastler [39] were reluctant to interpret elements of the local algebras as
observables (which they considered to arise as limits of local algebra elements). Instead, they
viewed the elements in A(M; N) in terms of operations that could be performed within N on the
states of A(M); specifically, each B ∈ A(M; N) corresponds to the operation mapping ω( · ) 7→
ω(B∗ · B)/ω(B∗B). A connection between operations and positive operator valued measures,
leading to the concept of ‘instruments’, has been established in [23]; see also [49] for further
discussion in the context of quantum field theory.
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We emphasise that, while the interpretations mentioned are certainly consistent with the general
conditions laid down on an AQFT, they do not purport to set out how exactly one measures an
observable or performs an operation within a region of spacetime. Part of the purpose of this paper
is to provide just such an account.
3 General description of the measurement scheme
In a controlled experiment, the experimenter makes a change in the world and compares subsequent
observations with what, on the basis of other observations, would have happened otherwise. So as
to be able to discuss a variety of experiments, it is convenient to express the discussion in terms
of the counterfactual world in which the interaction does not occur, rather than the actual world
of the experiment, in which it does. This comparison of different dynamical evolutions lies at
the heart of scattering theory and has appeared in locally covariant QFT in the guise of ‘relative
Cauchy evolution’ [13] which has strongly influenced the general definition of a coupled system
that we describe in Section 3.1. Measurement processes have long been described in terms of
scattering [42, 44]; however, we believe that our treatment has a stronger operational basis and is
fully adapted to curved spacetimes. After that, we describe the measurement scheme – the way
in which probe observables may be considered as measuring local system observables – and in
particular discuss the localisation properties of the local observables in Sec. 3.2. A central part
of the work concerns the state change consequent upon measurements, set out in Sec. 3.3, where
localisation is again to the fore, as is the consistency of the framework in relation to composite
measurements. Finally, Sec. 3.4 contains a brief discussion of the role of internal and geometric
symmetries in the measurement chain.
3.1 Abstract formulation of the coupling between system and probe
Consider two algebraic QFTs A and B, using αM;N and βM;N to denote the inclusion maps
arising from spacetime subregions. We will think of A as the system and B as a probe. The
combined theory, comprising independent copies ofA and B without any cross-interaction, may be
denotedU = A ⊗ B and assigns to M the algebraU(M) = A(M) ⊗ B(M) and local subalgebras
U(M; N) = A(M; N) ⊗ B(M; N), with inclusion maps αM;N ⊗ βM;N . This is the control situation.
As we do not want to become too immersed in technical detail, we here assume that the algebras
have discrete topology and use the algebraic tensor product. If they were C∗-algebras, there would
be a choice of tensor products, among which the minimal tensor product would have certain
advantages [12].
An experiment may be described by a further theory C in which the system and probe are
coupled together. The morphisms for local embeddings will be denoted γM;N . For simplicity we
will assume that the coupling is operative only within a compact spacetime region K , meaning that
the theory C should reduce to A ⊗ B outside the causal hull J+(K) ∩ J−(K) of K . Precisely, this
means that for each open causally convex subset L of M \ (J+(K)∩ J−(K)), there is an isomorphism
χL : A(L) ⊗ B(L) → C(L) (3.1)
and which is compatible with the locality structures of the two theories as follows: whenever L and
L′ are both open causally convex subsets of M \ (J+(K) ∩ J−(K)) with L′ ⊂ L then
A(L′) ⊗ B(L′) A(L) ⊗ B(L)
C(L′) C(L)
αL;L′⊗βL;L′
χL′ χL
γL;L′
(3.2)
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Figure 1: In this spacetime diagram, light rays are inclined at 45◦ relative to the vertical axis, with the arrow
of time pointing up the page. The spacetime region K wherein the coupling takes place, together with its
causal past J−(K) (which includes K), are shaded dark. The spacetime region M+ is the complement of
J−(K) and contains Cauchy-surfaces like S; M− is defined analogously. The lightlike boundary of J+(K)
is indicated by dotted lines. The spacetime region L lies outside the causal hull J+(K) ∩ J−(K) of K (even
though it intersects J+(K)).
commutes. This expresses the equivalence of the theories not only at the level of the local algebras
themselves, but also in terms of the relations between these algebras; it is closely related to the idea
of equivalence between theories explored in local covariant QFT [13, 31, 33]. Note that we do not
specify what the coupling is; merely that the theory is not assumed to be equivalent to the uncoupled
theories in regions overlapping J+(K) ∩ J−(K). Thus we have a completely general description
of the coupling process. Later, we will analyse a specific model with specific couplings, showing
explicitly that the morphisms χL exist with the properties above. Demonstrating their existence for
more general interactions raises many of the usual problems of constructive quantum field theory,
although the restriction of the interaction to a compact region considerably simplifies matters and at
least perturbatively (cf. the perturbative AQFT programme [51]) it seems clear that our description
of the coupling is viable and general.
The coupling region K determines natural ‘in’ (−) and ‘out’ (+) regions defined by M± =
M \ J∓(K)which are open causally convex regions that together cover the exterior of J+(K)∩ J−(K).
See Figure 1 for an illustration. Note that these regions are determined covariantly once the
interaction region is specified and without reference to any observer’s clock or time coordinate.
We will use the morphisms associated with these regions quite frequently, and therefore abbreviate
αM;M± and similar to α±, and χM± to χ±. As the regions M± contain Cauchy surfaces of M (see
e.g., [31, Lem. A.4]), all of themorphisms α±, β±, γ±, χ± are isomorphisms, as are the compositions
κ± = γ± ◦ χ± : A(M±) ⊗ B(M±) → C(M). (3.3)
Using these maps, we define the retarded (+) and advanced (−) response maps
τ± = κ± ◦ (α± ⊗ β±)−1, (3.4)
which identify the uncoupled system with the coupled one at early (−) or late (+) times. Combining
these maps, one obtains a scattering morphism
Θ = (τ−)−1 ◦ τ+, (3.5)
which is an automorphism of A(M) ⊗ B(M) and would correspond to the adjoint action of the
S-matrix in standard formulations of scattering theory. Note that Θ maps algebra elements from
late times to early times.
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The definition ofΘ has used only the structures available in the theoriesA, B and C, and the set
K . As the coupling region may not be known precisely, it is important to check that the scattering
map is unchanged if K is replaced by a larger set Kˆ . To see this, note that the corresponding regions
Mˆ± are subsets of M±, giving (α±)−1 ◦ αˆ± = α
M±;Mˆ± by the rule for consecutive inclusions and the
time-slice property. We may then calculate
κ± ◦ (α± ⊗ β±)−1 ◦ (αˆ± ⊗ βˆ±) = γ± ◦ χ± ◦ (α
M±;Mˆ± ⊗ βM±;Mˆ±) = γ± ◦ γM±;Mˆ± ◦ χˆ± = γˆ± ◦ χˆ±
= κˆ± (3.6)
using (3.2) and (2.1). It follows that τ± = τˆ± and hence Θˆ = Θ, establishing invariance under
increase of the set K (without changing the coupled theory).
The scattering morphism has a natural locality property, which will be important in our discus-
sion. Suppose that L is an open causally convex subset of the causal complement K⊥ = M+ ∩ M−
of K . Then the calculation
κ± ◦ (αM±;L ⊗ βM±;L) = γ± ◦ χM± ◦ (αM±;L ⊗ βM±;L) = γ± ◦ γM±;L ◦ χL = γM;L ◦ χL, (3.7)
in which we have used (3.2), shows that
κ+ ◦ (αM+;L ⊗ βM+;L) = κ− ◦ (αM−;L ⊗ βM−;L). (3.8)
Now, the definition of τ± implies
τ± ◦ (αM;L ⊗ βM;L) = κ± ◦ (α± ⊗ β±)−1 ◦ (αM;L ⊗ βM;L) = κ± ◦ (αM±;L ⊗ βM±;L), (3.9)
and using (3.8) we then deduce that
τ+ ◦ (αM;L ⊗ βM;L) = τ− ◦ (αM;L ⊗ βM;L). (3.10)
Consequently,
Θ ◦ (αM;L ⊗ βM;L) = (αM;L ⊗ βM;L), (3.11)
that is, Θ acts trivially onA(M; L) ⊗ B(M; L). As one would expect, the coupling has no effect on
observables localised in L ⊂ K⊥.
3.2 The measurement scheme
The isomorphisms just discussed allow us to express certain observables and states of the coupled
theory in ‘uncoupled language’. Thus, a state $ of C(M) may be described as uncorrelated at
‘early times’ (i.e., in M−) if (κ−)∗$ is a product state over A(M−) ⊗ B(M−), or equivalently, if
(τ−)∗$ is a product state over A(M) ⊗ B(M).5 Similarly, probe observables measured at ‘late
times’ (i.e., in M+) are precisely those of the form κ+(1⊗ B) for B ∈ B(M+) or, equivalently, of the
form τ+(1 ⊗ B) for B ∈ B(M). Of course one can identify states that are uncorrelated at late times
and probe observables that are measured at early times in analogous ways. However, these are of
less interest to us because the measurement process requires one to prepare early and measure late,
relative to the interaction.
5Here the star denotes the adjoint map: in general (ζ∗$)(X) = $(ζ(X)).
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Induced system observables Suppose, now, that the probe is prepared in a state σ of B(M),
while the field system is in state ω of A(M). This situation corresponds to the combined state
ω
˜ σ
= (τ−)−1∗(ω ⊗ σ) (3.12)
on C(M), which is uncorrelated at early times according to our discussion above. Let B ∈ B(M)
be an observable of the probe system, which can be identified at late times with the observable
B˜ = τ+(1 ⊗ B) (3.13)
of C(M). The expectation of the probe observable, when the system and probe have been prepared
as described, may be written
ω
˜ σ
(B˜) = (ω ⊗ σ)(Θ(1 ⊗ B)). (3.14)
We now wish to identify a correspondence between probe observables and system observables,
so that measurements on the probe may be interpreted as measurements of the system, conditioned
by the preparation state σ. That is, to the probe observable B ∈ B(M) we wish to identify a system
observable A ∈ A(M), depending on B and σ, such that
ω
˜ σ
(B˜) = ω(A) (3.15)
for all states ω of A(M). This may be achieved as follows.
Let ησ : A(M) ⊗ B(M) → A(M) be the map extending ησ(A ⊗ B) = σ(B)A by linearity (and
continuity if appropriate),6 which thus obeys
Aησ(C) = ησ((A ⊗ 1)C), ησ(C)A = ησ(C(A ⊗ 1)) (3.16)
for A ∈ A(M), C ∈ C(M). The map ησ is completely positive: its tensor products with any finite-
dimensional matrix identity map preserve positivity. For completeness, this statement is proved in
Appendix A.
Defining εσ : B(M) → A(M) by
εσ(B) = (ησ ◦ Θ)(1 ⊗ B), (3.17)
we have, using (3.14) and the definitions,
ω(εσ(B)) = ω((ησ ◦ Θ)(1 ⊗ B)) = (ω ⊗ σ)(Θ(1 ⊗ B)) = ω˜ σ(B˜), (3.18)
which is the required identification between probe and system observables. Adapting the terminol-
ogy of QMT, the probe theory B, coupled theory C, identification maps χ and probe preparation
state σ constitute a measurement scheme for the induced system observable εσ(B). Of course,
nothing here actually requires that B is self-adjoint, and we will sometimes abuse terminology
by referring to εσ(B) as the induced system observable corresponding to B even when B is not
self-adjoint.
Theorem 1. For each probe preparation stateσ, A = εσ(B) is the unique solution to (3.15) provided
that A(M) is separated by its states. In general, the map εσ is a completely positive linear map
and has the properties
εσ(1) = 1, εσ(B∗) = εσ(B)∗, εσ(B)∗εσ(B) ≤ εσ(B∗B) . (3.19)
For fixed B, the map σ 7→ εσ(B) is weak-∗ continuous.
6The mapC 7→ ησ(C) ⊗1 ∈ A(M) ⊗B(M) is called the conditional expectation ofA(M) ⊗B(M) ontoA(M) ⊗1.
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Proof. Thefirst statement summarises the foregoing discussion; we remark only that the vector states
in (a common dense domain within) a faithful Hilbert space representation provide a separating set
of states. Complete positivity and the properties listed in (3.19) are proved in Appendix A, while
weak-∗ continuity follows from the definition of ησ.
In particular, self-adjoint elements of B(M) are mapped to self-adjoint elements of A(M).
However, εσ is in general neither injective, nor an algebra homomorphism. We mention that all
C∗-algebras are separated by their states; indeed this applies whenever A(M) admits a faithful
Hilbert space representation, and in QFT it is typical that the physical representations admit cyclic
and separating vectors (see, e.g. [33]).
Theorem 1 has an important consequence. Recall that the experimenter actually measures the
observable B˜ in stateω
˜ σ
of the combined system, where B = B∗ is a probe observable. The induced
system observable has been selected to satisfy (3.15); that is, so that the expected outcome of the
actual measurement agrees with the expectation value of A = εσ(B) in state ω. Owing to (3.19),
the variance of the actual measurement is always at least as great as that of the induced observable:
Var(B˜;ω
˜ σ
) = ω
˜ σ
(B˜2) −ω
˜ σ
(B˜)2 = ω(εσ(B2)) −ω(εσ(B))2 ≥ ω(A2) −ω(A)2 = Var(A;ω). (3.20)
Therefore the actual measurement is less sharp than the hypothetical measurement of the induced
observable in the system state. The additional variance derives from quantum fluctuations in the
probe; we will see later how this can be quantified in a particular model.
Let us note that the measurement scheme is not time-symmetric, because our use of the ‘in’
and ‘out’ regions enforces the idea that preparations are made early while measurements are made
late. Again, we emphasise that the distinction between early and late does not refer to an observer’s
clock, or frame of reference, but just to the covariant delineation of M±.
Effect-valued measures The foregoing description of observables can be further resolved, with
a view to an underlying probability interpretation. One may consider maps E : X → A, where X
is a σ-algebra and A is a ∗-algebra, so that E has the properties of a measure (finitely additive, in
the purely ∗-algebraic setting) and takes its values in the effects of A: that is, the elements A ∈ A
such that A and 1 − A are both positive. In particular, we demand that E(ΩX) = 1, where ΩX is the
total space of the σ-algebra X. Then one interprets the elements of X as potential outcomes of the
measurement and for each X ∈ X, ω(E(X)) is the probability that a value lying in X is measured in
state ω. See [19, Ch. 9] for a discussion.7 Any map E of this type will be called an effect-valued
measure (EVM). Note, that Ref. [19] use the term ‘observable’ for what we call an EVM; we have
chosen not to do this because the understanding of ‘observable’ as a self-adjoint algebra element is
so ingrained in AQFT.
In our present setting anyEVME taking values in the effects of the probe induces a corresponding
EVM X 7→ εσ(E(X)) taking values in the effects of the system. Here we use the linearity and
positivity preserving properties of εσ. Due to (3.19), one has εσ(E(X))2 ≤ εσ(E(X)2) so, even if
E happens to be sharp, with E(X)2 = E(X), the induced EVM εσ ◦ E will generally not be sharp:
one knows only that εσ(E(X))2 ≤ εσ(E(X)). This is another illustration of how probe fluctuations
increase variance in measurement outcomes. We see that the induced system observable is typically
less sharp than the probe observable, but (as already noted) sharper than the actual measurement
made on the coupled system.
7The utility of this definition depends on the existence of sufficiently many effects, which is not guaranteed in
∗-algebras, although it is in C∗-algebras.
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Localisation properties Now suppose that L is a (possibly disconnected) open causally convex
subset of M contained in K⊥, so in particular L ⊂ M+ ∩ M−. We have already shown that Θ
acts trivially on A(M; L) ⊗ B(M; L), and now use this fact to make two simple but important
observations.
First, let B ∈ B(M; L) be a probe observable localisable in L. Then Θ leaves 1 ⊗ B invariant
and hence
εσ(B) = ησ(Θ(1 ⊗ B)) = ησ(1 ⊗ B) = σ(B)1. (3.21)
This shows that the system observable induced by a probe observable belonging to the causal
complement of the coupling region is a fixed multiple of the identity (determined by the probe
preparation state and B) and provides no information about the field.
Second, suppose that A ∈ A(M; L) is a system observable localised in L and let B ∈ B(M) be
any probe observable. Then we may compute
[εσ(B), A] = [ησ(Θ(1 ⊗ B)), A] = ησ([Θ(1 ⊗ B), A ⊗ 1)]) = ησ(Θ[1 ⊗ B, A ⊗ 1]) = 0, (3.22)
as A ⊗ 1 is invariant under Θ. This shows that the induced observable εσ(B) commutes with
all system observables localised in the causal complement of K . Therefore, all field observables
induced by probe observables are localisable in any connected open causally convex set containing
the coupling region K . Whether or not it is possible to provide tighter localisation information will
be discussed later in the context of a specific model. Some general considerations of localization
concepts for observables in quantum field theory on Minkowski spacetime appear in [46], in a
model-independent context.
The results of this discussion may be summarised as follows.
Theorem 2. For each probe observable B ∈ B(M), the induced system observable εσ(B) may be
localised in any connected open causally convex set containing K . If B may be localised in K⊥ then
εσ(B) = σ(B)1.
Note that any causally convex set containing K also contains the causal hull of K .
Joint EVMs We have seen that the induced observables may be localised in any suitable (i.e.,
open, connected and causally convex) neighbourhood of the causal hull J+(K) ∩ J−(K) of the
coupling region K . This raises the following question. Consider two experimenters in causally
disjoint spacetime regions. Each can measure a local observable of the probe and Einstein causality
entails that these observables commute and are therefore compatible. However, the corresponding
induced system observables may both be localised in some suitable neighbourhood of the causal
hull of K and (as there is no reason to suppose they have causally disjoint localisation) may be
incompatible as system observables. How is this to be reconciled with the compatibility of the
probe observables?
The answer may be given using the notion of a joint EVM. Here, two EVMs Ei : Xi → A
are said to have a joint EVM if they are the marginals of an EVM E : X1 ⊗ X2 → A, that is,
E1(X1) = E(X1 × ΩX2), E2(X2) = E(ΩX1 × X2) (see [19, Ch. 11]). If E is a joint EVM valued in
the effects of the probe, then it is obvious that εσ ◦ E is a joint EVM for the system EVMs εσ ◦ Ei.
However, even if the Ei are commuting EVMs (perhaps because they relate to causally disjoint
probe measurements) it is not generally the case that the induced system EVMs will commute. This
is simply because εσ is not generally a homomorphism. In the same vein, even if the EVMs Ei are
sharp, i.e., projection-valued, the same will not necessarily be true of the εσ ◦ Ei.
The importance of these simple observations is that on the one hand, they protect the freedom of
experimenters in causally disjoint regions to independently measure the probe in any way they wish
(in particular, sharply or unsharply), while on the other, they protect the principle that incompatible
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system observables cannot be measured jointly and sharply. The resolution is that the information
the experimenters can obtain concerning incompatible system observables is limited to what can be
provided by an unsharp joint EVM.
3.3 Instruments and successive measurements
Instruments Suppose a probe-effect B is observed. We would like to obtain a new system state
that is conditioned on the observation of this effect, whichmeans that the new state correctly predicts
the conditional probability for the joint observation of B together with any system effect, given that
B is observed.
Let A and B be effects of the system and probe, respectively, and consider a joint measurement
of A and B at late times. By the same reasoning as used above, the probability of the joint effect
being observed is
Probσ(A&B;ω) = ω(ησΘ(A ⊗ B)) (3.23)
and the conditional probability that A is observed, given that B is observed, is
Probσ(A|B;ω) = Probσ(A&B;ω)Probσ(B;ω) =
(Iσ(B)(ω))(A)
(Iσ(B)(ω))(1) , (3.24)
where we write (for any A ∈ A(M))
(Iσ(B)(ω))(A) := (ω ⊗ σ)(Θ(A ⊗ B)) = (Θ∗(ω ⊗ σ))(A ⊗ B). (3.25)
In particular, the normalising factor is (Iσ(B)(ω))(1) = ω(εσ(B)). We call the map Iσ(B) :
A(M)∗+ → A(M)∗+ the pre-instrument corresponding to effect B and probe preparation state σ.
The relation (3.24) justifies the interpretation that Iσ(B)(ω) is the unnormalized updated system
state conditioned on the probe effect B being observed. Our argument here has followed that of [19,
§10.2] while also adapting it to our present context. The normalized state
ω′ :=
Iσ(B)(ω)
Iσ(B)(ω)(1) (3.26)
is the post-selected system state after selective measurement of the probe. It is obvious that ω′ is
normalized; to check that ω′ is indeed positive, recall that the effect B is positive and therefore takes
the form B =
∑
i C∗i Ci for some finite set of elements Ci ∈ B(M) (in a C∗-algebraic setting one can
just write B = C∗C for C = B1/2). Then
Iσ(B)(ω)(A∗A) =
∑
i
(Θ∗(ω ⊗ σ))((A ⊗ Ci)∗(A ⊗ Ci)) ≥ 0 (3.27)
and it follows that ω′(A∗A) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ A(M).
If one is given an EVM E : X → A(M) then the composition of the pre-instrument with E
gives a instrument in the sense originally introduced by Davies and Lewis [23], i.e., a measure
X 7→ Iσ(E(X)) on the σ-algebra of measurement outcomes to positive maps on the state space. In
fact this would even be a CP-instrument but we will usually drop the prefix.
Non-selective measurement In a non-selective probe measurement, there is no filtering con-
ditional on the measurement outcome. Using the preceding definitions, a non-selective probe
measurement of an EVM E : X → A(M) corresponds to the pre-instrument Iσ(E(ΩX)) = Iσ(1). A
justification for this definition is easily given in the case thatΩX is a finite set, for then the additivity
properties of the instrument require that∑
a∈ΩX
Iσ(E({a})) = Iσ(E(ΩX)) (3.28)
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while the left-hand side, evaluated on ω, is clearly the sum of all the updated states for each possible
outcome a ∈ ΩX , weighted by their respective probabilities. The same result may be obtained using
any other partition of ΩX .
Explicitly, the updated state resulting from the non-selective measurement is
ω′ns(A) = Iσ(1)(ω)(A) = (Θ∗(ω ⊗ σ))(A ⊗ 1). (3.29)
In other words, ω′ns is the partial trace of the state Θ∗(ω ⊗ σ) over the probe. It depends only
on the dynamics of the coupling and not on the EVM E that was being non-selectively measured.
In particular, if A ∈ A(M) may be localised in the causal complement of the coupling region
then Θ(A ⊗ 1) = A ⊗ 1, so ω′ns(A) = ω(A). Just as it should be, a non-selective measurement
cannot influence the results of other experiments in causally disjoint regions. This is not the case in
selective measurement, as we now show.
Locality and post-selection Now let A be a system observable localisable in the causal comple-
ment of K and let B be a probe effect, without assumptions on its localisation. Using again the fact
that Θ(A ⊗ 1) = A ⊗ 1, and noting that
Aεσ(B) = AησΘ(1 ⊗ B) = ησ ((A ⊗ 1)Θ(1 ⊗ B)) = ησ(Θ(A ⊗ B)), (3.30)
the definition of the pre-instrument in (3.25) is
Iσ(B)(ω)(A) = ω(ησ(Θ(A ⊗ B))) = ω(Aεσ(B)). (3.31)
Accordingly, the renormalized post-selected state, conditioned on the effect being observed, is
ω′(A) = ω(Aεσ(B))
ω(εσ(B)) (3.32)
for system observables A localisable in K⊥.
The following result now follows easily:
Theorem 3. Consider a measurement of a probe effect B in which the effect is observed. For each
A ∈ A(M;K⊥), the expectation value of A is unchanged in the post-selected state ω′ if and only if
A is uncorrelated with εσ(B) in the original system state ω.
Proof. Evidently ω′(A) = ω(A) holds if and only if ω(Aεσ(B)) = ω(A)ω(εσ(B)).
The interpretation of ω′ requires some care. By construction, it is the result of applying post-
selection to the state ω, conditioned on the results of the measurement of probe observable B. In
general, the post-selected state assigns different expectation values to ω to observables localised
in any region of spacetime: even those in the causal past or causal complement of the interaction
region. Of course, this does not change events that have happened; the point is simply that the
probabilities for those events are different in the post-selected state conditioned on a particular
measurement outcome. The reason that probabilities can change for observables localised in the
causal complement is simply one of correlation. One might think of a spin measurement made
on one member of an entangled pair of spins in a singlet state. Conditioned on the result of that
measurement, the result of a measurement on the remaining spin may be predicted with certainty,
even if the two measurements are causally disjoint.
It is also instructive to consider a situation of high correlation. Suppose that ω has the Reeh–
Schlieder property (see e.g., [33, §4.5.4]). Then the assumption thatω′ agrees withω on observables
localised in some O within the causal complement of K entails that
ω
(
A∗1
(
εσ(B)
ω(εσ(B)) − 1
)
A2
)
= ω′(A∗1A2) − ω(A∗1A2) = 0 (3.33)
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for all Ai ∈ A(M;O), using the commutativity of A2 and εσ(B). By the Reeh–Schlieder property of
ω this then implies that the induced system observable εσ(B) is a multiple of the unit. Therefore, any
nontrivial probe measurement necessarily alters the state in the causal complement of the coupling
region in this highly correlated case. As is well known, the Reeh–Schlieder property encodes a
strong form of quantum entanglement between causally disjoint regions and our argument shows that
causally disjoint probe measurements can in principle be used to detect EPR-like correlations [54,
55, 40, 58, 45].
One might wonder whether ω′ might agree with ω in portions of the region J−(K) \ K to the
past of the coupling region. To see that this is unlikely, suppose that the system obeys Huygens’
principle and suppose that O ⊂ M has no null geodesics connecting it to K . In that case Θ will act
trivially on A ⊗ 1 for all A ∈ A(M;O) and formula (3.32) will hold, as will the Reeh–Schlieder
argument just made. Thus, in general, there seems no reason to assume that ω′ agrees with ω in the
backward causal cone of K .
Given that ω′ does not agree with ω in any geometrically determined region of spacetime, there
seems to be no purpose in envisaging a transition from ω to ω′ occurring along or near some
surface in spacetime (whether a constant time surface as in non-relativistically inspired accounts of
measurement, or e.g., along the backward light cone of the interaction region as in the proposal of
Hellwig and Kraus [43], or an earlier proposal of Schlieder [53]). In fact, as Hellwig and Kraus
recognised, whether the state actually remains unchanged or not in the past of the coupling region is
a ‘pure convention’ with no operational significance as the region is no longer accessible to further
experiment. It is also of no consequence at what stage the probe itself is measured; this may take
place far from the coupling region both in space and time.
In view of these considerations, there seems no reason to invoke a physical process of state-
reduction occurring at points or surfaces in spacetime, rather, the updated state reflects the observer’s
filtering of the system by conditioning on measurement outcomes. Having said that, we regard the
important message of the paper of Hellwig and Kraus to be that multiple measurements can be
made in a consistent way within QFT in Minkowski spacetime. We will now proceed to show that
this is true also in our framework, under specified assumptions, even in curved spacetimes.
Successive measurements Now suppose that two measurements of the field system are made in
compact interaction regions K1 and K2. We suppose that K2 ∩ J−(K1) is empty, so that K2 may be
regarded as later than K1 at least by some observers. Later, we will consider the situation in which
they are causally disjoint and can be ordered in either way.
We consider two probe systems Bi(M) and coupled systems Ci(M), with coupling regions Ki,
each corresponding to its own scattering morphism Θi onA(M) ⊗ Bi(M). On the three-fold tensor
product A(M) ⊗ B1(M) ⊗ B2(M), we define Θˆ1 = Θ1 ⊗3 idB2(M), and Θˆ2 = Θ2 ⊗2 idB1(M), where
the subscript on the tensor product indicates the slot into which the second factor is inserted. Taken
together, the two probes may be considered as a single probe with algebra B1(M) ⊗ B2(M) and
coupling region K1 ∪K2 and a combined scattering morphism Θˆ onA(M) ⊗ B1(M) ⊗ B2(M). We
assume that the scattering morphism obeys a natural causal factorisation formula
Θˆ = Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2, (3.34)
(related to a special case of Bogoliubov’s factorisation formula in perturbative AQFT [51, 27, 7])
recalling that our scattering morphismmaps observables from the future to the past. The main result
of this section is that the instruments corresponding to the individual and combined measurements
act in a coherent fashion.
Theorem 4. Consider two probes as described above, with K2 ∩ J−(K1) = ∅. For all probe
preparations σi of Bi(M) and all probe observables Bi ∈ Bi(M), the following identity for the
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pre-instruments holds:
Iσ2(B2) ◦ Iσ1(B1) = Iσ1⊗σ2(B1 ⊗ B2). (3.35)
If, in fact, K1 and K2 are causally disjoint, we have
Iσ2(B2) ◦ Iσ1(B1) = Iσ1⊗σ2(B1 ⊗ B2) = Iσ1(B1) ◦ Iσ2(B2). (3.36)
This is a key result that permits experiments to be analysed into their causally constituent parts.
From amathematical perspective it shows that there is amonoidal structure on pre-instrumentswhich
is even symmetric for causally disjoint coupling regions. In general, however, if the couplings are
strictly causally ordered, the symmetry is broken. This would not be seen in a Euclidean QFT
framework.
Proof. The composition of the pre-instruments is computed as follows. For any system state ω and
system observable A, we have
Iσ2(B2)(Iσ1(B1)(ω))(A) = (Iσ1(B1)(ω) ⊗ σ2)(Θ2(A ⊗ B2))
= Iσ1(B1)(ω)(ησ2(Θ2(A ⊗ B2)))
= (Θ∗1(ω ⊗ σ1))(ησ2(Θ2(A ⊗ B2)) ⊗ B1)
= (Θ∗1(ω ⊗ σ1) ⊗2 σ2)(Θ2(A ⊗ B2)) ⊗3 B1) (3.37)
where we have decorated the tensor products with subscripts where necessary to indicate the slot
into which the second factor is inserted. Now we are free to permute the second and third tensor
factors if we do so in both the algebras and the functionals acting thereon. Therefore
Iσ2(B2)(Iσ1(B1)(ω))(A) = (Θ∗1(ω ⊗ σ1) ⊗3 σ2)(Θ2(A ⊗ B2)) ⊗2 B1)
= (ω ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2)((Θ1 ⊗ id)(Θ2(A ⊗ B2) ⊗2 B1))
= (ω ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2)((Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2)(A ⊗ B1 ⊗ B2))
= (ω ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2)(Θˆ(A ⊗ B1 ⊗ B2))
= Iσ1⊗σ2(B1 ⊗ B2)(ω)(A) (3.38)
where we have used the causal factorisation formula (3.34). This proves the first statement; the
second is an immediate consequence, as (3.34) now implies Θˆ2 ◦ Θˆ1 = Θˆ.
Corollary 5. Consider two probes as described above, with K2 ∩ J−(K1) = ∅, effects Bi ∈ Bi(M)
and probe preparation states σi (i = 1, 2). Suppose B1 has nonzero probability of being observed
in system state ω, and that B2 has nonzero probability of being observed in system state ω′1, the
post-selected system state conditioned on B1 being observed in state ω. Then the post-selected
state ω′′12 conditioned on B2 being observed in state ω
′
1 coincides with the post-selected state ω
′
12
conditioned on B1 ⊗ B2 being observed in state ω.
Proof. We may compute
ω′1 =
Iσ1(B1)(ω)
Iσ1(B1)(ω)(1)
(3.39)
and
ω′′12 =
Iσ2(B2)(ω′1)
Iσ2(B2)(ω′1)(1)
(3.40)
conditioned on both effects being observed, post-selecting on the B1measurement at the intermediate
step. Obviously, the normalisation factors applied to ω′1 cancel in the formula for ω
′′
12 and so we
also have
ω′′12 =
Iσ2(B2)(Iσ1(B1)(ω))
Iσ2(B2)(Iσ1(B1)(ω))(1)
=
Iσ1⊗σ2(B1 ⊗ B2)(ω)
Iσ1⊗σ2(B1 ⊗ B2)(ω)(1)
= ω′12 (3.41)
where the denominators are equal by setting A = 1 in (3.35).
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If the Ki are causally disjoint then the post-selection may be made in either order, with the same
result. We emphasise that we have not needed to invoke any reduction of the state across geometric
boundaries in spacetime; everything follows from the basic definitions that we have set out, and from
the causal factorisation formula. The latter must be verified for concrete models of system-probe
interactions.
Exactly as one would hope, we have shown that experiments conducted in causally disjoint
regions [that is, for which the coupling regions are causally disjoint] may be conducted in ignorance
of one another, or combined as a single overall experiment by coordinating their results.
Locally performed operations A post-selected effect measurement partly coincides with the
idea of a locally performed operation. It is convenient to switch to a C∗-algebraic setting for these
purposes. Fix a probe preparation state, let B be a probe effect as before with nonzero probability
of being observed in system state ω, and let ω′ be the post-selected state. Using (3.32) and the
positivity-preserving property of εσ, we see that
ω′(A) = ω(Aεσ(B))
ω(εσ(B)) =
ω(εσ(B)1/2Aεσ(B)1/2)
ω(εσ(B)) (3.42)
for any A ∈ A(M; N)with N ⊂ K⊥. Here we have used the fact that square roots can be taken inside
the local algebras. For observables localisable in the causal complement of K , the state appears to
have been produced by an operation εσ(B)1/2 which is localisable in any connected causally convex
neighbourhood of the causal hull of K .
3.4 Symmetries
Gauge invariance It may be that not all elements of the algebra describing a theory should be
regarded as observable. This is the case where a global gauge symmetry exists; only those elements
that are gauge-invariant are to be regarded as potentially observable (unless the measurement
coupling breaks the symmetry, for instance). This can be easily accommodated within our general
scheme as we now show.
Let G be a common group of global gauge transformations for A, B and C. That is, to each
open causally convex region L of M (including the possibility L = M) there is an action ϕL of G
on A(L) such that
αL;L′ ◦ ϕL′(g) = ϕL(g) ◦ αL;L′, g ∈ G (3.43)
holds for each pair of such regions with L′ ⊂ L. This definition is motivated by the discussion
of global gauge groups in the context of locally covariant QFT, where they arise as functorial
automorphism groups [29]. Similarly, there should be a comparable actions ψ on B and ξ on C.
We say that the coupling is gauge-invariant if these actions are related by
ξL(g) ◦ χL = χL ◦ (ϕL(g) ⊗ ψL(g)) (3.44)
for any L contained in the causal complement of K , recalling that χL is the isomorphism from
A(L) ⊗ B(L) to C(L) that exists in this situation. Combining (3.44) and (3.2), we deduce
ξ(g) ◦ κ± = ξ(g) ◦ γ± ◦ χ± = γ± ◦ ξ±(g) ◦ χ± = γ± ◦ χ± ◦ (ϕ±(g) ⊗ ψ±(g))
= κ± ◦ (ϕ±(g) ⊗ ψ±(g)) (3.45)
(as usual we abbreviate ϕM and ϕM± to ϕ and ϕ± etc): and hence
ξ(g) ◦ τ± = τ± ◦ (ϕ(g) ⊗ ψ(g)). (3.46)
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Consequently, the scattering transformation is gauge-invariant,
(ϕM (g) ⊗ ψM (g)) ◦ Θ = (τ−)−1 ◦ ξ(g) ◦ τ+ = Θ ◦ (ϕM (g) ⊗ ψM (g)). (3.47)
Under these circumstances, the induced observables transform in an equivariant fashion.
Theorem 6. The induced observables obey
ϕ(g)(εσ(B)) = εψ(g−1)∗σ(ψ(g)B). (3.48)
In particular, if σ is gauge-invariant, then gauge-invariant probe observables induce gauge-
invariant system observables.
Proof. First, note that
ϕ(g)(ησ(A ⊗ B)) = σ(B)ϕ(g)A = (ψ(g−1)∗σ)(ψ(g)(B))ϕ(g)A
= ηψ(g−1)∗σ((ϕ(g) ⊗ ψ(g))(A ⊗ B)). (3.49)
so ϕ(g) ◦ησ = ηψ(g−1)∗σ ◦ (ϕ(g) ⊗ψ(g)). Using the definition (3.17) and the gauge-invariance (3.47)
of the scattering morphism, the first statement is proved, and the second is immediate.
This result shows how the (un)observability of gauge (non)invariant quantities is passed from
the probe to the system. Of course this connection is removed if the coupling is not gauge invariant
in the above sense. For example, the average magnetisation of a spin chain is a gauge-invariant
quantity under simultaneous rotation of all spins, but can be measured if one couples to a fixed
external field that breaks this invariance.8
Geometrical symmetries Suppose thatM admits a time-translation symmetry that is represented
in the system theory by a 1-parameter group of automorphisms νt of A(M), so that νtA(M; N) =
A(M; Nt), where Nt is a translation of N to the future if t > 0. We will say that the state ω satisfies
strong mixing with respect to these translations if it obeys the timelike clustering condition
ω((νsA)B) − ω(νsA)ω(B) −→ 0, (|s | → ∞) (3.50)
for each fixed A, B ∈ A(M). Strong mixing plays an important role in discussions of stability of
KMS and ground states [8, 9] and is known to hold for ground states in typical QFTs on Minkowski
space [47].
Clearly, if ω satisfies future-asymptotic clustering, then the post-selected state conditioned on
the observation of probe effect B obeys
ω′(νsA) − ω(νsA) = ω((νsA)εσ(B))
ω(εσ(B)) − ω(νsA) −→ 0 (|s | → ∞). (3.51)
Thus, the distinction between the post-selected and original states is erased to arbitrary accuracy by
waiting long enough. Consequently, experiments may be repeated without active re-preparation of
the system state, if it is strongly mixing; similarly, the post-selected state is also well-approximated
by ω sufficiently to the past of the coupling region.
More generally, suppose that M admits a time-orientation preserving isometry ψ, which is a
symmetry of the theories A and B, implemented by automorphisms αψ and βψ of A(M) and
B(M). Then any coupling C of A and B within a compact coupling region K ⊂ M and scattering
morphism Θ can be translated forwards by ψ to give a modified coupling C′ with coupling region
ψ(K) and scattering morphism Θ′ = (αψ ⊗ βψ) ◦ Θ ◦ (αψ ⊗ βψ)−1. Details are left to the reader;
however, it is easily verified that our formalism is covariant in the sense that
ε′σ′(βψB) = αψ(εβ∗ψσ′(B)). (3.52)
8We thank Jürg Fröhlich for stimulating this remark.
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4 A specific probe model
In this section we present a simple model of system-probe interaction in QFT, which is fully rigorous
and explicitly solvable. Both the system and the probe are modelled by free scalar fields of possibly
nonzero mass. They will be coupled linearly together in a bounded region of spacetime. The
quantization of these systems (at least for sufficiently weak coupling) can follow standard lines and
we will be fairly brief. See [28, 2, 10] for more details.
Classical action The combined action for the uncoupled systems on the spacetime M is
S0 =
1
2
∫
M
dvol
(
(∇aΦ)(∇aΦ) − m2ΦΦ2 + (∇bΨ)(∇bΨ) − m2ΨΨ2
)
, (4.1)
where mΦ and mΨ are the masses of the two fields. One could easily add couplings to the curvature
scalar but we omit this for simplicity. The uncoupled field equations are thus
PΦ = 0, QΨ = 0, (4.2)
where P = 2M + m2Φ and Q = 2M + m
2
Ψ
are the Klein–Gordon operators. Standard theory [3]
shows that P and Q have unique advanced (−) and retarded (+) Green operators E±P (and similarly
for Q), that is, continuous linear maps E±P : C
∞
0 (M) → C∞(M) obeying
E±PP f = f , PE
±
P f = f , supp E
±
P f ⊂ J±(supp f ) (4.3)
for all f ∈ C∞0 (M). Defining EP = E−P − E+P , every smooth solution Φ to PΦ = 0 with spatially
compact support (i.e., support intersecting spacelike Cauchy surfaces compactly) can be expressed
in the form Φ = EP f for some f ∈ C∞0 (M). One can find an explicit formula for a suitable f :
let χ be a smooth function taking the value 1 to the past of one Cauchy surface and vanishing to
the future of another. Then f = PχΦ solves EP f = Φ and is supported in the intersection of
suppΦ and the region between the Cauchy surfaces. Put another way, the identity EP = EPPχEP
holds on C∞0 (M). The possibility of generating any solution from a test function localised in an
arbitrarily small neighbourhood of any Cauchy surface is related to the time-slice property. These
above properties are common to a general class of Green-hyperbolic operators [2].
The systems will be coupled together via an interaction term
Sint = −
∫
M
dvol ρΦΨ, (4.4)
where ρ is a real, smooth function with support contained in a compact set K . The field equation
for the coupled system, with action S = S0 + Sint, is(
P R
R Q
) (
Φ
Ψ
)
= 0, (4.5)
where RΦ = ρΦ. It will be convenient to write the matrix of operators as T and to combine the
fields as a function Ξ ∈ C∞(M;C2), writing the equation of motion as
TΞ = 0. (4.6)
The operator T is also Green-hyperbolic, at least for sufficiently weak coupling [28], and so has
advanced and retarded Green functions with analogous properties to those of P and Q. As before,
we will define the ‘in’ (−) and ‘out’ (+) regions by M± = M \ J∓(K).
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Quantization The quantization of the uncoupled systems is standard, and essentially the same
methods can be used to deal with the coupled system. Let us start with the uncoupled fieldΦ, which
will be our ‘system’. The quantum field theory is described using a ∗-algebra of observablesA(M)
that is generated by a unit element together with other generators labelled Φ( f ) ( f ∈ C∞0 (M)),
subject to the relations
Q1 f 7→ Φ( f ) is C-linear
Q2 Φ( f ) = Φ( f )∗ for all f ∈ C∞0 (M)
Q3 Φ(P f ) = 0 for all f ∈ C∞0 (M)
Q4 [Φ( f ),Φ(h)] = iEP( f , h)1 for all f , h ∈ C∞0 (M), where
EP( f , h) :=
∫
M
dvol f EPh. (4.7)
The algebra A(M) is known to be nontrivial and simple (see, e.g., [32, §5.1]). Any Green
hyperbolic operator may be quantized in the same way, which applies in particular to the probe
system (corresponding toQ), the uncoupled combined system-probe (P⊕Q) and the coupled system
(T). The latter two have generators labelled by test functions in C∞0 (M;C2)  C∞0 (M) ⊕ C∞0 (M).
The resulting QFT (for any Green-hyperbolic operator) obeys the general properties set out in
Section 2. If N is an open causally convex subset of M , we define A(N ) following the above
prescription for the region N with the metric and causal structures induced from M . Then the
formula
αM;NΦN ( f ) = ΦM ( f ), f ∈ C∞0 (N ) (4.8)
extends to a morphism from A(N ) to A(M) – here we have temporarily decorated the smeared
fields with a subscript to indicate whether they are elements ofA(M) orA(N ). The compatibility
requirement (2.1) is obvious and the imageA(M; N) of αM;N may be identified as the subalgebra of
A(M) generated by ΦM ( f ) for f ∈ C∞0 (N). See [13, 33] for details on these and other properties.
If N contains a Cauchy surface of M then by choosing χ ∈ C∞(M) appropriately we may write any
ΦM ( f ) = ΦM (PχEP f ) with PχEP f ∈ C∞0 (N), thus establishing the time-slice property.
Einstein causality holds owing to the support properties of the Green functions, while the Haag
property is proved in the Appendix for reference, as we do not know of a proof in the purely ∗-
algebraic framework (see, e.g., [20] and references therein for the von Neumann algebraic approach
to Haag duality for spacetimes that are parts of Minkowski spacetime).
The uncoupled probe system is defined in exactly the same way, replacing P and EP by Q and
EQ, and gives an algebra B(M), whose generators will be denoted Ψ( f ) for f ∈ C∞0 (N). As in our
general discussion, the system and probe may be treated as a single uncoupled system with algebra
A(M) ⊗ B(M), where ⊗ denotes the algebraic tensor product. (This algebra was denotedU(M) in
the Introduction.) Equivalently, this may be regarded as the quantization of the Green-hyperbolic
operator P ⊕ Q, with generators Ξ0(F) labelled by F ∈ C∞0 (M;C2)  C∞0 (M) ⊕ C∞0 (M). The
correspondence with the tensor product form is given by
Ξ0( f ⊕ h) = Φ( f ) ⊗ 1B(M) + 1A(M) ⊗ Ψ(h). (4.9)
Finally, the coupled field–probe system may be quantized in the same way, using T and the
corresponding advanced-minus-retarded solution operator ET , and writing the generators as Ξ(F)
for F ∈ C∞0 (M;C2). As the operator T agrees with P ⊕ Q outside K , the restriction of ET to any
causally convex region L contained in K⊥ agrees with the restriction of EP⊕Q. In consequence, the
algebras A(L) ⊗ B(L) and C(L) are isomorphic under the map defined by
χL(Ξ0,L(F)) = ΞL(F), (F ∈ C∞0 (L)) (4.10)
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where we again decorate fields with subscripts to indicate the relevant spacetime. This definition is
clearly compatible with the requirements summarised in the diagram (3.2).
Scattering morphisms The scattering morphism Θ of our model is obtained by comparing the
quantized dynamics of T with that of P ⊕ Q. By the time-slice property, it is enough to specify the
action of Θ on a generator Ξ0(F) of A(M) ⊗ B(M) where F is compactly supported in M+. A
standard argument (see e.g., [33]) can be adapted to give the result in the following form:
ΘΞ0(F) = Ξ0(F − R˜ETF) = Ξ0(F − R˜E−T F) (4.11)
for all F ∈ C∞0 (M+;C2), where
R˜ = T − P ⊕ Q =
(
0 R
R 0
)
. (4.12)
For completeness, (4.11) is proved in Appendix C, where it is also established that the causal
factorisation formula (3.34) holds when considering two probe systems with causally orderable
coupling regions.
5 Application of themeasurement scheme to the detector model
5.1 Induced observables
We are now in a position to apply the general analysis of measurement schemes to our field–probe
system. In particular, we will compute the induced system observables εσ(B) for various choices of
probe observable B ∈ B(N ) and also show how the product on B(M) can be deformed to make εσ
a (noninjective) ∗-homomorphism. Some aspects of the general analysis cannot be illustrated with
our example, as quantised above, because the algebras do not contain nontrivial effects. This can
be addressed by following a C∗-algebraic quantisation and is left for a separate study elsewhere.
The first step is to compute Θ(1 ⊗ Ψ(h)) for a general h ∈ C∞0 (M), which may be assumed for
convenience to be supported in M+ (failing which, we use the time-slice property to replace h by a
test function supported in M+ that gives the same smeared field). Then (4.11) gives
Θ(1 ⊗ Ψ(h)) = Φ( f −) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Ψ(h−), (5.1)
where (
f −
h−
)
=
(
0
h
)
−
(
0 R
R 0
)
E−T
(
0
h
)
(h ∈ C∞0 (M+)). (5.2)
Note that replacing h by h + Qh′, with h′ ∈ C∞0 (M+), leaves f − unchanged and modifies h− to
h− + Qh′, leaving Ψ(h−) unchanged. In this way one sees that (5.1) depends on h only via Ψ(h),
provided h ∈ C∞0 (M+). We immediately obtainΘ(1⊗Ψ(h)n) becauseΘ is a homomorphism. These
results may be summarised by the identities
Θ(1 ⊗ eiΨ(h)) = eiΦ( f −) ⊗ eiΨ(h−) (5.3)
between formal power series in h ∈ C∞0 (M+). The induced observables are now easily computed:
if σ is any probe state, then
εσ(Ψ(h)) = ησ(Θ(1 ⊗ Ψ(h))) = Φ( f −) + σ(Ψ(h−))1 (5.4)
and more generally we may compute all εσ(Ψ(h)n) from the formal power series expression
εσ(eiΨ(h)) = ησ(Θ(1 ⊗ eiΨ(h))) = σ(eiΨ(h−))eiΦ( f −). (5.5)
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For example, (5.4) is the first order term in this expansion, while the second order in h gives
εσ(Ψ(h)2) = Φ( f −)2 + σ(Ψ(h−)2)1, (5.6)
which may be confirmed by direct calculation. Note that if σ is a quasifree state [with vanishing
one-point function] then (5.5) becomes
εσ(eiΨ(h)) = e−S(h−,h−)/2eiΦ( f −), (5.7)
where S(h1, h2) = σ(Ψ(h1)Ψ(h2)) is the two-point function of σ. Other induced observables can
be obtained by taking suitable functional derivatives of the above expressions.
We can use the results just obtained to quantify the additional unsharpness introduced by the
measurement scheme. Assume for simplicity that the state σ has vanishing one-point function.
Then the variance of the measured observable Ψ(h) in the state ω
˜ σ
is
Var(Ψ(h);ω
˜ σ
) = ω(εσ(Ψ(h)2)) − ω(εσ(Ψ(h)))2 = ω(Φ( f −))2 + σ(Ψ(h−)2) − ω(Φ( f −))2
= Var(Φ( f −);ω) + σ(Ψ(h−)2), (5.8)
which clearly shows that the additional variance can be attributed to fluctuations in the probe.
As described in Section 3, εσ maps probe observables to induced observables of the system.
The map is not injective: if h is supported outside J+(K), E−T (0 ⊕ h) vanishes on supp ρ ⊂ K .
Thus f − = 0 and the formal series εσ(eiΨ(h)) is a multiple of the unit; therefore the same is true
of εσ(Ψ(h)n) for each n. The correspondence established by εσ is not an algebra homomorphism
either. However, by deforming the product on B(M) one can make εσ into a homomorphism,
which is convenient for understanding the nature of the correspondence. Again, it is useful to use
generating functions to express the modified product, which will be denoted by a ?. Evidently, we
require
εσ(eiΨ(h) ? eiΨ(h′)) = εσ(eiΨ(h))εσ(eiΨ(h′))
= e−(S(h
−,h−)+S(h′−,h′−))/2eiΦ( f
−)eiΦ( f
′−)
= e−(S(h
−,h−)+S(h′−,h′−)+iE( f −, f ′−))/2eiΦ( f
−+ f ′−)
= e(S(h
−+h′−,h−+h′−)−S(h−,h−)−S(h′−,h′−)−iEP( f −, f ′−))/2εσ(eiΨ(h+h′))
= eSsym(h
−,h′−)−iEP( f −, f ′−)/2εσ(eiΨ(h+h′)) (5.9)
where Ssym = 12 (S + St) is the symmetric part of the probe two-point function and we have assumed
that σ is quasifree with vanishing one-point function. Therefore a suitable deformed product is
achieved in this situation by setting
eiΨ(h) ? eiΨ(h
′) = eSsym(h
−,h′−)−iEP( f −, f ′−)/2eiΨ(h+h
′) (5.10)
for h, h′ ∈ C∞0 (M+). This is sufficient to produce a well-defined?-product on B(M) using the time-
slice property, the comments following (5.2) and the fact that Ssym is a bisolution for Q; similarly,
the new product is compatible with the ∗-operation, in the sense that(
eiΨ(h) ? eiΨ(h
′)
)∗
=
(
eiΨ(h
′)
)∗
?
(
eiΨ(h)
)∗
. (5.11)
The existence of the ?-product implies at once that the subspace of induced system observables
εσ(B(M)) is in fact a ∗-subalgebra of A(M), because it is the image of a ∗-homomorphism.
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An important point is that causal disjointness does not imply?-commutativity. Indeed, one has
[Ψ(h),Ψ(h′)]? = iEP( f −, f ′−), (5.12)
which reflects the fact that induced system observables of causally disjoint probe measurements
do not necessarily commute. Physically, the interaction can create correlations between degrees of
freedom of the probe that are then observed at spacelike separation. We remark that the occurrence
of ‘deformed’ operator products in typical measurement interactions has been observed elsewhere
[1], cf. also [17].
5.2 Localisation of induced observables
On general grounds (Theorem 2), the induced observable εσ(Ψ(h)) may be localised in any con-
nected open causally convex neighbourhood of the causal hull of the interaction region. This may
be seen explicitly in our concrete example, using (5.2) to write f − as a product
f − = −ρ(E−T (0 ⊕ h))2, (5.13)
where the subscript denotes the second component and we assume h ∈ C∞0 (M+). Any localisation
region for Φ( f −) is a localisation region for εσ(Ψ(h)n) (n ∈ N0). In particular, this applies to any
open causally convex region containing supp ρ∩ J−(supp h). More generally, every induced system
observable can be localised in any causally convex neighbourhood of supp ρ; informally we might
regard the causal hull of the coupling region as providing a common minimal localisation region.9
One might wonder whether a tighter localisation is possible. For instance, one might be tempted
to say that εσ(Ψ(h)) = Φ( f −) may be localised in supp f −, even if the support is not causally
convex. As we now argue, however, certain properties of εσ(Ψ(h)) are sensitive to the geometry of
the whole causal hull of supp f −, so it does not seem useful to assert any tighter localisation.
A fundamental question is whether two induced observables, e.g., εσ(Ψ(h)) and εσ(Ψ(h′)) are
compatible or not. Computing their commutator, we find
[εσ(Ψ(h)), εσ(Ψ(h′))] = [Φ( f −),Φ( f ′−)] = iEP( f −, f ′−)1. (5.14)
Now the right-hand side of this equation is sensitive to changes in the geometry in
S = (J+(supp f −) ∩ J−(supp f ′−)) ∪ (J−(supp f −) ∩ J+(supp f ′−)). (5.15)
Fixing h, there will (in generic cases) be other test functions h′ ∈ C∞0 (M+) so that f ′− and f − have
the same support, in which case S coincides with the causal hull of supp f − and may contain points
that are outside supp f − or even supp ρ. Given that the question of compatibility can be sensitive to
the geometry outside supp f − (unless it is already causally convex) it would seem inappropriate to
declare that they are, nonetheless, local to that region. We see that a naive ‘off-shell’ localisation
provided by the support of the test function can be misleading; it would also be incompatible with
local covariance [13, 33]. By contrast, the right-hand side of (5.14) is insensitive to changes in
the geometry outside the causal hull of supp ρ, for all h, h′, and so the causal hull is a legitimate
localisation region for arbitrary induced observables.
For illustrative purposes, if the coupling were singularly supported along a timelike curve
segment γ : [0, τ] → M , then the minimal localisation region would be J+(γ(0)) ∩ J−(γ(τ)). In
the specific example of an eternally uniformly accelerated probe in Minkowski spacetime, as in the
9Using the time-slice property these observables can of course be localised in any causally convex neighbourhood
of any Cauchy surface. The important point here is that they can be localised in neighbourhoods of the coupling region.
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traditional Unruh–deWitt analysis, the localisation region is an entire wedge region (and not, for
example, the curve itself).
Summarising, while the induced observables are all localised in (neighbourhoods of) the causal
hull of the coupling region, there is in general no concept of their localisation that is simultaneously
tighter and useful.
5.3 Perturbative treatment of the detector response
It is natural to consider measurements in which the coupling between the system and probe is kept
weak to minimise disruption to the system, and the weak-coupling regime has often been studied in
standard treatments of the detector system [57, 25]. To conclude, we therefore consider this regime
in our model.
First note that the Green operator E−T obeys the equation
E−T F = E
−
P⊕QF − E−P⊕Q R˜E−T F
= E−P⊕QF − E−P⊕Q R˜E−P⊕QF + E−P⊕Q R˜E−P⊕Q R˜E−T F, (5.16)
where the second line arises by substituting the first back into itself and the first on rewriting the
equation TΞ = F as (P ⊕ Q)Ξ = −R˜Ξ and using uniqueness of solution with future compact
support [2] (see Appendix C for the definition of ‘future compact’). Now replacing ρ by λρ, with
|λ |  1, we obtain a Born expansion
E−T F = E
−
P⊕QF − λE−P⊕Q R˜E−P⊕QF + λ2E−P⊕Q R˜E−P⊕Q R˜E−P⊕QF +O(λ3), (5.17)
where R˜ is given in terms of ρ using the formulae above. In fact, because
R˜E−P⊕Q =
(
0 RE−Q
RE−P 0
)
(5.18)
is off-diagonal, (5.2) reduces to(
f −
h−
)
= E−T
(
0
h
)
=
( −λρE−Qh +O(λ3)
h + λ2ρE−QρE
−
Qh +O(λ4)
)
, (5.19)
for h ∈ C∞0 (M+), so
Φ( f −) = −λΦ(ρE−Qh) +O(λ3) (5.20)
Ψ(h−) = Ψ(h + λ2ρE−QρE−Qh) +O(λ4). (5.21)
Therefore, assuming that σ has vanishing-one-point function and h ∈ C∞0 (M+),
εσ(Ψ(h)∗Ψ(h)) = Φ( f −)∗Φ( f −) + σ(Ψ(h−)∗Ψ(h−))1 (5.22)
has an expectation value
ω(εσ(Ψ(h)∗Ψ(h))) = S(h, h) + λ2
(
W(h1, h1) + 2Re S(h, h2)
)
+O(λ4), (5.23)
where S andW are the two-point functions of σ and ω, and
h1 = ρE−Qh, h2 = ρE
−
P ρE
−
Qh (5.24)
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are compactly supported within supp ρ. In this expression, the lowest order term describes the
spontaneous excitation of the probe in the absence of any coupling and can be regarded as background
noise.
Using this result, we can make some contact with the traditional analysis of the Unruh–deWitt
detector. Suppose that the GNS representation of the probe induced by σ is a Fock representation
and that h is chosen so thatΨ(h) closely approximates an annihilation operator in this representation.
For purposes of exposition, let us suppose it actually is an annihilation operator, whereupon the
two terms in (5.23) involving S both vanish, and the left-hand side is actually the expectation of a
number operator Nh for the mode annihilated by Ψ(h) (up to normalisation). This gives
ω(εσ(Nh)) = λ2W(h1, h1) +O(λ4) (5.25)
Now let ρ become concentrated along a timelike worldline γ(τ), in a proper time parametrization,
so that ρ becomes a compactly supported distribution acting by
ρ( f ) =
∫
R
f (γ(τ))ρ˜(τ) dτ, f ∈ C∞(M) (5.26)
for some smooth ρ˜, which we take to be real-valued. In this limit, one obtains
ω(εσ(Nh)) = λ2 ((γ × γ)∗W) (ρ˜γ∗E−Qh, ρ˜γ∗E−Qh) +O(λ4). (5.27)
Supposing further that γ∗E−Qh agrees with e
iEτ on supp ρ˜, we have the final answer
ω(εσ(Nh)) = λ2
∫
dτ dτ′ ρ˜(τ)ρ˜(τ′)W(γ(τ), γ(τ′)) +O(λ4). (5.28)
The various approximations and limits employed here are made to approximate the interaction of the
field with a two-level quantum mechanical system with an energy gap E (represented by a specific
mode of the probe field in our model). A more direct treatment of the Unruh–deWitt system will
be given elsewhere. Nonetheless, we may observe that the coefficient of λ2 the response function
of a switched Unruh–deWitt detector, as computed using standard first order perturbation theory
(see, e.g., [30, §3]). The calculation above can and will be discussed in more detail elsewhere, in
the context of an appraisal of the Unruh effect in the light of our formalism, and also the previous
results of [57, 37, 56, 24, 21, 30] among others. However we can already see that our formalism
provides a more local viewpoint on the detector. The title of [30] was ‘Waiting for Unruh’: the
results above indicate where one should wait, namely in the intersection of M+ and J+(K).
6 Conclusions
We have proposed a general framework for quantum measurement within the local covariant setting
of quantum field theory. Thereby, we have reconciled general relativity and quantum field theory
with quantummeasurement theory—at least partly, since spacetime and its causality structure enters
as a given background, so that the process of measurement doesn’t have any dynamical influence
on the spacetime. The central element of our approach is the localized dynamical coupling of the
‘system’ and the ‘probe’. As indicated, under very general and natural assumptions, this coupling
gives rise to a scattering morphism, so that the measurement interaction by the probe on the system
can be seen as subjecting the system to a scattering process, depending on the probe observable
measured and the initial state in which the probe has been prepared prior to measurement. This is
very much in the spirit of the operational approach to quantum measurement [19] and realizes a
measurement scheme; however we have focussed on the induced observables of the system for given
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coupling, probe observables and initial probe states, rather than the converse problem of finding
a coupled system and probe observable corresponding to a given system observable (cf. [50, 49]).
The converse problem is left open for further study, but in our view it is of particular interest to
understand what can be measured using physically realisable models. We have shown that the
localization properties of the induced observables in our scheme are determined by the coupling
regions between system and probe: the induced observable is localized in the causal hull of the
coupling region.
In a further step, we have formulated the state change of the system consequent upon a probe
measurement in terms of instruments depending on the measured probe observable and initial probe
state, which can be used to describe both selective or non-selective measurements. We have argued
that, in general, the post-selected state differs everywhere in spacetime from the original system
state, in view of the genericity of system states that have the Reeh–Schlieder property. By contrast,
the updated state following non-selective measurement agrees with the original state in the causal
complement of the coupling region. Nevertheless, we have also shown that the causally ordered
composition of a pair of instruments coincides with the instrument of the composed measurement,
in situations where the second coupling region does not precede the first, and assuming a causally
factorizing scattering morphism. The order of composition of instruments is therefore irrelevant
if the coupling regions are causally disjoint. This result, Thm. 4, shows the consistency of the
framework with the principles of locality and measurement. It also renders moot the discussion
where and when a state change of the system takes place as consequence of a measurement, and we
see it as the core result of the present article.
Furthermore, in the example consisting of two linear quantized fields brought to interaction
by a localized coupling function, the induced system observables can be described precisely for
simple probe observables. The results agree, in suitable limits, with the perturbative treatment of a
switched Unruh-deWitt detector (see, e.g., [30]). The localisation of induced observables has been
given in terms of causally convex subsets within the causal hull of the coupling region, and we have
pointed out that there is no viable sharper concept of localization. The causal hull of the coupling
region is therefore the minimal common localization region for all the induced system observables.
The framework discussed in this article promises to have further applications and to admit
extensions. It should, in particular, shed light on the localization properties of induced observables
ofmeasurements conductedwithUnruh–deWitt detectors in arbitrarymotion, and lead to a structural
understanding of the relation of the coupling and the spacetime structure to the state of the detector
(the probe) after measurement. For example, one can speculate whether the eventual thermality
of the probe is linked to the existence of a non-void causal complement for its trajectory. In an
extended framework, the influence of the measurement process on the spacetime structure ought
to be taken into account. Furthermore, one may expect that extensions of the framework might
ultimately provide hints towards what is needed to discuss measurement in the context of quantum
gravitational theories, where not only the system but also the spacetime and its causal structure have
to be inferred from the results of measurements.
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A Properties of the maps ησ and εσ
Weprove the properties of εσ asserted in Theorem 1, which rest on the fact thatΘ is a unit-preserving
∗-homomorphism and the definition of ησ. No originality is claimed but we did not find arguments
in the literature exactly corresponding to our situation. See, however, [4, §10.5.13] for related
arguments and [19] for discussion of complete positivity. Beginning with elementary properties,
we compute
εσ(1) = ησ(Θ(1 ⊗ 1)) = ησ(1 ⊗ 1) = 1, (A.1)
and then note that ησ((A ⊗ B)∗) = ησ(A∗ ⊗ B∗) = σ(B∗)A∗ = (ησ(A ⊗ B))∗, from which it follows
that εσ(B∗) = εσ(B)∗.
Next, we show explicitly that ησ is completely positive. By definition, the positive elements of
a ∗-algebra are finite convex combinations of elements of the form A∗A. Let N ≥ 1 and consider an
element C ∈ MN (C) ⊗ (A(M) ⊗ B(M)) given as a finite sum
C =
∑
r
Mr ⊗ (Ar ⊗ Br) . (A.2)
To establish complete positivity, wewill show that X = (idN⊗ησ)(C∗C) is positive inMN (C)⊗A(M)
and start by computing
X =
∑
r,s
(idN ⊗ ησ)(M∗r Ms ⊗ A∗r As ⊗ B∗r Bs) =
∑
r,s
σ(B∗r Bs)M∗r Ms ⊗ A∗r As . (A.3)
As σ is a state, σ(B∗r Bs) is a positive matrix, and may be decomposed as
σ(B∗r Bs) =
∑
i
v
(i)
r v
(i)
s (A.4)
for suitable mutually orthogonal vectors v(i), whereupon we find
X =
∑
i
W∗i Wi , where Wi =
∑
s
v
(i)
s Ms ⊗ As . (A.5)
This proves that ησ is completely positive. The same holds for εσ, because, for anyC =
∑
r Mr⊗Br ∈
MN (C) ⊗ B(M),
(idN ⊗ εσ)(C∗C) = (idN ⊗ ησ)(D∗D) ≥ 0, (A.6)
where D =
∑
r Mr ⊗ Θ(1 ⊗ Br), and using complete positivity of ησ.
Finally, let B ∈ B(M) and define C = Θ(1 ⊗ B) ∈ A(M) ⊗ B(M), which can be decomposed
as
C =
∑
r
Ar ⊗ Br . (A.7)
Direct calculation gives
εσ(B∗B) − εσ(B)∗εσ(B) =
∑
rs
(
σ(B∗r Bs) − σ(Br)σ(Bs)
)
A∗r As , (A.8)
and as the factors in parentheses determine a positive matrix, due to the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
the right-hand side is a positive operator by an analogous argument to that used above.
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B Haag property
We establish that the quantized free scalar field, as described in the text, has the Haag property
stated for general models. We use the fact thatA(M) may be identified, as a vector space, with the
symmetric tensor vector space
Γ(Sol) =
∞⊕
n=0
Soln, (B.1)
where Sol is the space of smooth solutions to PΦ = 0 with spatially compact support on M and 
is the symmetric tensor product. See e.g., [32] for further details on this viewpoint.
The symmetric tensor vector space has a natural number operator N which multiplies by n on
the subspace Soln. Now suppose f ∈ C∞0 (M) and consider the derivation D f : A 7→ [Φ( f ), A] ofA(M). Our aim is to determine its kernel. Due to the commutation relation Q3, D f is a lowering
operator for N ,
ND f = D f (N − 1) (B.2)
and so kerD f is a direct sum of its kernels within each Soln. Note that D f acts on a typical element
EPh of Sol (h ∈ C∞0 (M)) by
D f EPh = [Φ( f ),Φ(h)] = iEP( f , h)1 = δ f (EPh) 1, (B.3)
where
δ f φ := i
∫
M
dvol f φ. (B.4)
Suppose therefore that D f A = 0 and NA = nA. Then A may be identified with an element
of Soln, and can be further identified with a linear map %A : (Sol⊗(n−1))∗ → Sol. The image
VA = im %A is a finite dimensional support subspace canonically associated with A and it may be
shown that A ∈ VnA (see [32], especially Appendix A). In a similar way, D f A ∈ Sol(n−1) may be
identified with nδ f ◦ %A ∈ (Sol(n−1))∗∗.
The assumption that D f A = 0 now entails that δ f vanishes on VA, so A ∈ (ker δ f )n. In general,
we have
kerD f = Γ(ker δ f ) ⊂ Γ(Sol). (B.5)
Now suppose that A ∈ A(M) obeys D f A = 0 for all f supported in K⊥. The previous argument
shows that
A ∈ Γ(SolK), SolK =
⋂
f ∈C∞0 (K⊥)
ker δ f (B.6)
It is easily seen that SolK is precisely the space of solutionswith support contained inM\K⊥ = J(K).
By [32, Lem. 3.1(i)], if K ⊂ O where O is any open causally convex subset of M with at most
finitely many (necessarily causally disjoint) components then SolK ⊂ EPC∞0 (O). This proves that A
may be constructed from fields smeared with test functions supported in O. That is, A ∈ A(M;O),
so the Haag property holds.
C Scattering morphisms
We derive the formula (4.11) for the scattering morphism used in the text, and also establish the
causal factorization property. To simplify notation, it is convenient to study the scattering morphism
that describes the comparison of two quantised scalar field theories onM , based onGreen hyperbolic
operators P andQ that agree outside a compact subset K . We write the theories corresponding to P
and Q as A and B respectively with generators denoted Φ( f ) and Ψ( f ). For our application in the
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text, P is what we have written there as P⊕Q, whileQ is the operatorT , soA corresponds toA⊗B
and B to C. We also require some terminology; following, e.g., [2], a closed set is called future
compact (resp., past compact) if it has compact intersection with all sets of the form J+(p) (resp.,
J−(p)) as p varies in M , and spatially compact if it is contained in a set of the form J(K) where K
is compact. The spaces of smooth functions with supports that are future, past, or spatially compact
are designated by subscripts f c, pc, sc. For example, C∞sc, f c(M) consists of smooth functions on M
whose supports are both spatially compact and future compact.
The regions M± = M \ J∓(K) are causally convex open sets and therefore we may induce Green
hyperbolic operators P± and Q± on C∞(M±) that must in fact agree, Q± = P±. As M± also contain
K-Cauchy surfaces, there is a chain of isomorphisms
A(M) → A(M+) → B(M+) → B(M) → B(M−) → A(M−) → A(M) (C.1)
in which the second and fifth arise because the algebras A(M±) and B(M±) coincide, owing
to the agreement of P and Q on M±, while the others are instances of the time-slice property.
Composing from left to right, we obtain a single overall isomorphism Θ : A(M) → A(M). It
is enough to describe the action of Θ on a typical generator Φ( f ) of A(M) with supp f ⊂ M+.
Given this choice, the action of the first three isomorphisms in (C.1) simply map Φ( f ) to the
corresponding generator Ψ( f ) of B(M). If EQ f = φ++ φ− is any partition with φ+/− ∈ C∞sc,pc/fc(M)
and supp φ− ⊂ M− then Qφ− = −Qφ+ has support that is spatially-, future- and past-compact
and is therefore compactly supported. Further, E−QQφ
− = φ− while E+QQφ
− = −E+QQφ+ = −φ+
by uniqueness of solutions to the inhomogeneous Green-hyperbolic equations with future-/past-
compact support, so EQ f = φ− + φ+ = (E−Q −E+Q)Qφ−. By standard properties of Green-hyperbolic
operators this implies that f −Qφ− ∈ QC∞0 (M) and the axiom Q3 gives Ψ( f ) = Ψ(Qφ−). Because
Qφ− is supported in M−, the last three isomorphisms in (C.1) map Ψ(Qφ−) to Φ(Qφ−), giving
overall that
ΘΦ( f ) = Φ(Qφ−). (C.2)
There is considerable freedom in the choice of φ−. For example, it may be chosen (still supported
in M−) so that E−Q f = φ
− + φ0 for some φ0 ∈ C∞0 (M), whereupon EQ f = φ− + φ0 − E+Q f . Then
Qφ− = f −Qφ0 = f − (Q − P)φ0 − Pφ0 (C.3)
and as (Q − P)E+Q f = 0 because f is supported in M+, and (Q − P)φ− = 0 because φ− is supported
in M−, we have
Qφ− = f − (Q − P)EQ f − Pφ0. (C.4)
Consequently, axiom Q3 gives
ΘΦ( f ) = Φ( f − (Q − P)EQ f ) = Φ( f − (Q − P)E−Q f ) (C.5)
for all f ∈ C∞0 (M+).
An important property of the scattering morphism is that – as we will now show – it factorises
when the support of ρ falls into two causally orderable parts. Suppose that ρ = ρ1 + ρ2 where
ρi ∈ C∞0 (Ki) and K1 and K2 are compact sets so that J−(K1) and J+(K2) do not intersect. Set
K = K1 ∪ K2. Then M \ (J−(K1) ∪ J+(K2)) contains Cauchy surfaces of M , relative to which K1
lies in the past while K2 lies in the future. If K1 and K2 are causally disjoint, there are also Cauchy
surfaces of M giving the reverse ordering, of course.
Proposition 7. Let P be a partial differential operator and suppose that Green-hyperbolic operators
Qi (i = 1, 2) agree with P outside compact sets Ki (i = 1, 2) with J−(K1) ∩ J+(K2) = ∅. Let
K = K1 ∪ K2 and suppose further that
Q = Q1 +Q2 − P (C.6)
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is also Green-hyperbolic. Then the Green functions E±i of Qi and E
± of Q are related by
(1 − (Q − P)E−) f = (1 − (Q1 − P)E−1 )(1 − (Q2 − P)E−2 ) f (C.7)
for all f ∈ C∞0 (M \ J−(K)), and similarly,
(1 − (Q − P)E+) f = (1 − (Q2 − P)E+2 )(1 − (Q1 − P)E+1 ) f (C.8)
for all f ∈ C∞0 (M \ J+(K)).
Proof. We prove the first of the above statements; the second is proved by analogy. Note first thatQ
agrees withQ1 outside K2, withQ2 outside K1, and with P outside K . Take f ∈ C∞0 (M \ J−(K)) and
consider the equation Qφ = f , which has a unique solution with future-compact support, namely
φ = E− f . But also, Qiφ = f − (Q −Qi)φ, so
E− f = φ = E−i f − E−i (Q −Qi)φ. (C.9)
In particular (taking i = 2), the second term on the right-hand side is supported in J−(K1), and
therefore E− f and E−2 f must agree in M \ J−(K1). As Q2 and P agree outside K2 ⊂ M \ J−(K1), it
follows that
(Q −Q1)E− f = (Q2 − P)E− f = (Q2 − P)E−2 f = (Q −Q1)E−2 f . (C.10)
Using this identity in (C.9) with i = 1 gives
E− f = E−1 f − E−1 (Q −Q1)E− f = E−1 f − E−1 (Q2 − P)E−2 f = E−1 (1 − (Q2 − P)E−2 ) f (C.11)
and therefore one also has
(Q1 − P)E−1 (1 − (Q2 − P)E−2 ) f = (Q1 − P)E− f . (C.12)
Putting these results together, the calculation
(1 − (Q1 − P)E−1 )(1 − (Q2 − P)E−2 ) f = f − (Q1 − P)E−1 (1 − (Q2 − P)E−2 ) f − (Q2 − P)E−2 f
= f − (Q1 − P)E− f − (Q2 − P)E− f
= (1 − (Q − P)E−) f , (C.13)
proves the required statement.
Combining this result with (C.5), we obtain immediately:
Corollary 8. Under the hypotheses of Prop. 7, and assuming that P is also Green-hyperbolic, the
scattering morphisms Θ and Θi comparing the quantized Q-dynamics (resp., Qi-dynamics) to that
of P are related by the causal factorisation formula
Θ = Θ1 ◦ Θ2. (C.14)
Clearly, if K1 and K2 are causally disjoint, then we also have Θ = Θ2 ◦ Θ1: the scattering
morphisms Θi commute.
Let us now apply these general results to our probe-system model. The uncoupled combination
has dynamics given by P ⊕ Q, while the coupled system is described by T . Adapting (C.5), the
scattering morphism Θ acts on the fields Ξ0 by
ΘΞ0(F) = Ξ0(F − (T − P ⊕ Q)ET f ) = Ξ0(F − R˜E−T f ) (C.15)
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for all F ∈ C∞0 (M+;C2), where
R˜ =
(
0 R
R 0
)
. (C.16)
This establishes the formula (4.11). Now suppose that there are now two probe fields Ψ1 and
Ψ2, coupled to Φ (but not each other) with compactly supported functions ρi in regions Ki with
J−(K1) ∩ J+(K2) = ∅. Writing the corresponding free field equations by Q1 and Q2, the two probes
together are described by Q = Q1 ⊕ Q2, which is also Green-hyperbolic [2], while the coupling R
is now RF = ρ1F1 + ρ2F2. The causal factorisation formula (C.14) gives
Θˆ = Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2, (C.17)
where Θˆi is the scattering morphism for the dynamics given by Tˆi = P ⊕ (Q1 ⊕Q2)+ R˜i. Identifying
the overall quantized theory with A(M) ⊗ B1(M) ⊗ B2(M), we have
Θˆ1 = Θ1 ⊗2 idA(Q2), Θˆ2 = Θ2 ⊗1 idA(Q1), (C.18)
where the Θi are the scattering morphisms for the quantized dynamics of Ti = P ⊕ Qi + R˜i relative
to P ⊕ Qi. This establishes the causal factorisation formula (3.34) for system-probe models of this
type.
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